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doctrine of the Spirit of Wisdom, and of the man of the
Beatitudes, meek before God and loving to men.
Having sought to express the inexpressible, Lao-tse
goes on to teach the doctrine of wu-wei: 'Clay is made
into pots: it is their emptiness which makes them useful/
So the Sage is to empty himself that he may be filled, to
seek nothing that he may gain all things, to deny himself
that he may be perfect.
This is Te, a natural morality based on the Tao. It is
an ideal of quietism, but he does not hesitate to apply it
to the problems of the empire. 'When the empire is ruled
by the Tao, fine horses are discarded like rubbish; when
it is ruled without the Tao, there are war-horses on all
sides/ Wars are against the order of nature: 'A well-
equipped army is not an auspicious instrument. All nature
opposes it. He who possesses the Tao has nothing to do
with it/ It is not least as an early pacifist that Lao-tse has
an abiding message for the world.
'Great armies are followed by briars and thorns. He
who has killed many should stand in the place of mourning.
A great victory should be followed by obsequies/ and like
Tolstoi and Gandhi, Lao-tse sees in the criminal judge
also an example of violence and wrongdoing. He is at
best a usurper. 'He tries to be a master-carpenter: not
many can do it without cutting their own hands/ To all
alike Lao-tse holds up the ideals of wu-wei—natural view
in action: of simplicity: of humility: of poverty. Acquisi-
tiveness is the greatest of evils: selfish desire the root of
trouble. 'Heaven abides and earth endures. For they live
not unto themselves. The Sage puts himself last but is
found in the front place/
To imitate the eternal Tao—to empty oneself that the
eternal may enter in—this is the wisdom of Lao-tse.
'Those who follow the Tao desire not to be full of them-
selves/ And the Tao—'how still it lies—seeming to do
nothing it does all. Seeking no praise it completes its
wcric. Master of all, it claims not the lordship/ 'To return
to the Tao and Te based upon it*, says Lao-tse, 'is to return

